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The Month in Review identifies the latest movements
and trends for property markets across Australia.

The fallout from rising interest rates
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Welcome to the July edition of Month In Review

potential fallout from the RBA’s actions that could
have longer-term ramifications.

Uncertainty remains entrenched while politicians
and regulators look to tackle an unpredictable
economic landscape – and the challenge of rising
inflation is now central to decisions by households
and businesses.

For property markets, ongoing rate increases pose
a potential risk because of the pandemic appeal of
fixed-interest home loans. According to the RBA,
the number of fixed-term loans increased by more
than 50 per cent between March 2020 and May
2021, and these loans now account for about 30 per
cent of the total outstanding housing credit value.
Many of these will be coming off their fixed period
in mid to late 2023, which is undoubtedly a concern
for these borrowers who are currently insulated
from rate increases.

The RBA telegraphed its intention to continue
increasing interest rates in 2022 to curb spiralling
inflation. At the time of writing, annual inflation
had hit 5.1 per cent. That said, in a presentation just
this week RBA Deputy Governor, Michele Bullock,
was urging borrowers to not panic. Ms Bullock said
savings would buffer many households against
near-term rate rises.
In the meantime, the ANZ have predicted rates
to increase to 3.35 per cent by November, with
the bank’s head of Australian economics, David
Plank, stating, “…it doesn’t necessarily mean a
hard landing for the economy.” His optimism is
on the back of wages growth and continued low
unemployment. The other three major lenders have
remained with their predictions that interest rates
will be 2.6 per cent by February 2023.
While there are buffers in place, there is some

secure loans are adequate for purpose is by relying
on expert advice from independent professionals
with specialist understanding of their sectors and
locations.
Our teams have certainly explored these issues
throughout this publication of Month In Review, and
it makes for compelling reading.
We look forward to certainty returning to the
nation’s fiscal position and property markets. In the
meantime, however, expert guidance will be critical.

COMMERCIAL
- INDUSTRIAL
CEO

The ground beneath our collective feet continues
shifting as 2022 progresses past its halfway point.

Gary Brinkworth
CEO

This also presents a risk to lenders in terms of
the assets securing these transitioning loan
arrangements if interest rate increases continue to
negatively impact home values. Existing borrowers’
security will probably need to be reassessed in
some cases to ensure it’s adequate. In addition,
we expect plenty of fixed-rate borrowers to shop
around for better lending options once their loan
transitions to variable. That will likely ramp up
demand for accurate valuation advice in the lending
sphere.
Of course, the best way to ensure any assets that

You shoud always rely on expert advice from independent
professionals with specialist understanding of their sectors
and locations.
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A lazy $700,000 in 2022
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Most Australians find it challenging to understanding price relatively
across our nation’s various property markets.

Similarly, those from major centres will head off for
holidays and be astounded as to how inexpensive
homes are. No doubt they’ll have plans rushing
through their head around what to do with the
excess cash once they sell their city property and
secure a treechange abode.
These scenarios inevitably lead to exclamations of
either, “Tell em’ they’re dreamin’”, or “Where do I
sign!?”
And so, it’s sometimes difficult to communicate
what certain dollars will buy in our local markets to
those from out-of-town.
Well, Herron Todd White has the solution.
Each year in July, we ask our teams across
Australia to inform readers on what type of
property a certain figure will acquire in their

service areas. Over the past few years, that litmustest amount has been $700,000.
It’s an eye-opening study. By tracking this fictional
$700k “buyer without boundaries”, you begin to
see the pattern of relatively. It might secure you a
studio apartment in Bondi Beach, a beautiful fourbedroom cottage in Bendigo, or a 50+ hectares
holding in Biloela.
Our teams have also looked back on last year’s
submission to see how things have changed for the
$700,000 purchaser over the past 12 months.
It’s a compelling collection of information that
demonstrates the variety of housing on offer
across Australia’s wide array of property markets.

have, as usual, delivered a brilliant summation of
market performance in the primary production
sector. In addition, they’ve adopted $10 million as
the hypothetical investment figure and painted
a picture of what that might acquire in the rural
real estate space. It’s another compelling study of
contrast and compare.
There you have it everyone. Add this issue of
Month In Review to the extraordinary list of
publications produced by Heron Todd White. Of
course, the smart move if you are in the market is
to contact the Herron Todd White office servicing
your area of interest. We have professionals that
cover all property types right across this broad,
beautiful nation.

COMMERCIAL
- INDUSTRIAL
FEATURE

Talk to a mate who’s just been interstate and
you’ll see it. Someone from a wonderful regional
centre or smaller capital will head to Sydney and
be confronted by a rude awakening. Despite the
market slowing, the price of a home fronting the
iconic harbour or blessed with cascading CBD views
from the hillside can fetch $10 million, $20 million,
$50 million… even $100,000 million. A rarefied
atmosphere indeed.

In our commercial section this month the teams
discuss new development in the industrial space.
They provide a backgrounder on what’s driving
construction projects, and how changing
market conditions are altering the feasibility
of developments already planned or
underway. Given the way costs and
values have shifted in recent years,
this is a must-read report for any
industrial property stakeholder.
Our rural crew this month

By tracking this fictional $700k “buyer without
boundaries”, you begin to see the pattern of relatively.
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There are several larger holdings currently on
the market in Southern New South Wales,
particularly in the Western Riverina, however
several sales of smaller properties closer to
Wagga achieved results well beyond expectations
and had people talking.
In March we saw a 140-hectare holding located
on the Sturt Highway at Collingullie just west
of Wagga sell at auction for $3.885 million, or
over $11,000 per acre. The buyer was a corporate
operator and the property sold at auction
through Elders after spirited bidding. Improved
with a brick house, machinery and hay sheds,
the mostly arable property had access to
Murrumbidgee River water however was not a
river frontage holding.
Also in March, agents Nutrien Albury successfully
auctioned a 172.5 hectare holding at Holbrook for
$4.3 million or just over $10,000 per acre. The
property was well improved with a six-bedroom
homestead, machinery shed, hay shed and a set of
cattle yards. The property sold to a local farming
family with holdings nearby.
Interestingly, since the recently announced interest
rate increases and with indications there are more
to follow, the initial sentiment we are hearing from
farming operators is that it may be time to sit back
and see what the market does. The wet start to
the winter cropping season and associated late
crop plantings may also be playing on the minds of
potential purchasers. Although grain prices are still
very high, input costs continue to rise and it may
be a long and wet season if the weather forecasts
are accurate. This may lead to the yields of recent
years not being replicated alongside higher input
costs further squeezing margins. Either way the
first signs of uncertainty amongst buyers are

showing and this may signal a stabilising of land
values after the historic rise we have witnessed in
the past 18 months.
Andrew Garnsey
Valuer

Mildura
Global agriculture markets continue to be impacted
by the Russia and Ukraine war. The drying up of
exports from these countries is resulting in short
food supply to up to 50 countries reliant on this
supply. The conflict does provide the Australia
agricultural sector with opportunities to take
advantage of increased demand, however the
severe shortage of available export ships dampens
this somewhat. It is noteworthy that Australian
wheat exported to African nations was one of the
largest on record in 2020/21.
Coinciding with the conflict is the sharp rise
in agricultural input costs (including fertilizer,
chemical and fuel) providing major concerns for
producers as they grapple with the high cost of
production for this season and seasons to come.
The firming global grain prices do provide some
optimism and offset some concerns. On the back
of a record 2021 in most areas, the current season
is again looking promising, which has in the short
term at least ensured that demand for agricultural
land remains buoyant.
The property market has yet to absorb the
impacts of rising inflation, power and input costs
along with increased interest rates, change of
government and other economic factors. The
next six months will provide an interesting tale
of where the agricultural sector lands. The surge

in land prices to record levels is likely to at least
take a breather and possibly level off for a period.
Recent sales activity in this region would suggest
however that it is business as usual with strong
prices being paid for premium cropping and
grazing holdings in particular.
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Our sense is that values of horticultural properties
have plateaued, following a significant uplift from
2016 to early 2021. There will need to be another
step up in horticultural returns to support further
growth and at this stage in the global economic
cycle, it is difficult to see where this will come from.
This month we take a look at what $10 million can
buy you in the current market.
A property near Swan Hill has reportedly sold for
$17 million which was well above expectations and
double what was paid for the property in 2017. The
2008 hectare property fronts the Murray River and
has 580 hectares developed for laser levelled flood
irrigation plus significant dryland farming land.

RURAL

Southern NSW

After going into voluntary administration, the final
properties associated with the former Murray River
Organics business are presently being marketed on
an expressions of interest basis. The two properties
include a 27-hectare dried fruit property at Yelta
(near Mildura) and the much larger 2509 hectare
holding at Nangiloc (which has 113 hectares of
centre-pivot irrigation along with 2116 hectares of
arable dryland cropping and grazing plus other
land. It is expected that this holding will sell for well
above $10 million.
For buyers looking to invest in the grazing sector,
$10 million will still buy single or multiple stations

The next six months will provide an interesting tale of where
the agricultural sector lands.
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There has been significant demand for grazing
properties from existing landholders wanting to
increase their scale and capitalise on the ongoing
favourable outlook for both meat (lamb, beef and
goat) and to a lesser extent wool. Land values in
this sector have appreciated by over 30 per cent
in the past three to four years and it appears that
buyer demand remains strong. This is particularly
evident from the recent 2022 sales of: Dockerty
(over $3 million), a small station of 8993 hectares
located midway between Poooncarie and Ivanhoe;
the nearby Bulgamarra (over $5.5million) 60
kilometres north-east of Pooncarie; and Round
Plain Station (over $5.7 million), another relatively
small station (14,395 hectares) at Hatfield
north of Balranald. These sales provide further
proof that grazing levels remain strong and are
continuing to rise.
In the water market, the cost of leasing temporary
water allocation has recently fallen to record lows
of below $15 per megalitre across the region, a
result of record high storage levels in the Murray
Darling Basin which are now at their highest levels
since June 1979.
Permanent High Security Entitlements (New South
Wales Murray) or High Reliability Entitlements
(Victoria Murray) values have remained firm for
some time and presently are trading for around
$9250 per megalitre (New South Wales) and
$7800 per megalitre (Victoria) respectively. At
these levels, $10 million will buy 1081 megalitres
of New South Wales High Security Entitlements.
To put this into perspective, this amount in the
Sunraysia region will allow the irrigation of

When viewing the South-West Victorian market holistically to
include grazing, cropping and dairy properties, $10 million will buy
a well-established, well improved dairy farm.
approximately 80 hectares of mature almond
plantings annually.
Shane Noonan and Graeme Whyte
Directors

South-West Victoria
The rural sector in South-West Victoria remains
relatively hot with limited supply and a high level
of demand still present. This sentiment appears
consistent with the majority of Victorian land
markets at present. The demand is largely fuelled
by financially secured farmers and corporate
investors with strong books following consecutive
years of good seasons and a relatively buoyant
rural economy. With opening farm gate milk prices
in excess of $8.20 per kilogram MS for the 2022/23
season and current strong commodity prices across
all agricultural sectors, the outlook for the sector
remains positive.
Notwithstanding, the RBA has lifted interest r
ates since May 2022. The impact of these rate
rises and any othersin the coming months is yet
to be determined, however with inflation evident,
the likelihood is that commodities will remain
strong which will help offset any additional
increase in costs.
What would $10 million buy in this region?
At present, due to the high growth over the past
two to three years, the majority of recent grazing
and cropping sales, albeit limited, are showing
a very high level of value. When considering
a $10 million price point, these sales are not
representative of good buying, rather a nearby
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landowner balancing this sale amount over their
existing portfolio, lowering the overall rate per
hectare across their entire land holding and thus
making the price point more palatable.
When viewing the South-West Victorian market
holistically to include grazing, cropping and dairy
properties, $10 million will buy a well-established,
well improved dairy farm. Such a farm would
typically be of a viable commercial size with a
high level of dairy infrastructure compared to a
cropping or grazing property, which typically have
a limited amount of infrastructure. These assets
are underpinned by grazing buyers and generally
speaking are located in high rainfall areas which are
relatively drought resistant.

RURAL

up to a total area of between 30,000 and 50,000
hectares in south-western New South Wales, noting
that the additional livestock purchase cost can
quite easily double this outlay.

They have been playing catch-up with the grazing
and cropping markets and a $10 million dairy farm
purchase could be considered good buying when
considering the high rainfall benefit and alternative
use grazing aspects coupled with the current
positive outlook in this sector and current strong
farm gate milk prices on offer at present.
Benjamin Mugavin
Director

Darling Downs
The easy answer to the question of what $10 million
will buy in our region from a rural perspective is
not as much as it once did. While all price point
generalisations vary according to location, soil
quality, land development and reliability of rainfall,
$10 million could be reasonably expected to buy the
following:
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in buyer confidence and subsequent flattening, at
best, of a strong property market.

◗ circa 2300 to 3300 hectares of Brigalow/
Belah grazing around Meandarra, Moonie and
Condamine; or
◗ circa 1200 to 1600 hectares of grazing country
around Wandoan and Taroom.
That said, we continue to see recent auctions
demonstrating new benchmark sale prices.
A number of upcoming auctions may reset
the above price point generalisations prior to
printing.
We have noted the following recent sales of
interest, though also note the increasing number
of properties passing in at auction. This appears to
suggest the current seller’s market conditions may
be easing slightly.
◗ Carinya, Millmerran, a 345 hectare grazing block,
sold at auction for $3.7 million, reflecting $10,725
per hectare improved;
◗ Thornfield, Taroom, a 130 hectare lifestyle
property, sold at auction for $2 million;

Carinya, Millmerran

Source: www.agtrader.com.au

Katandra, Dulacca

Source: www.agtrader.com.au

◗ Katandra, Dulacca, a 1463 hectare Brigalow/
Belah grazing property with some box flats sold
at auction for $7.8 million, reflecting $5331 per
hectare improved;
◗ Carbean, Wyandra, a 5686 hectare grazing plus a
690 hectare permit to occupy sold at auction for
$2.2 million, reflecting approximately $387 per
hectare.
Bart Bowen
Director

Central Western Queensland
The property market for rural and grazing
properties in Central Western Queensland has seen
minimal market activity in 2022 to date, with only
seven sales. This compares to 44 sales in 2021,
including 26 sales in the corresponding period
to 30 June 2021. The limited sales are at rates
reflective of values seen from mid-2021 onwards.
After such a large turnover of property last year
and in 2019, the lack of sales in 2022 is due to a
lack of listings rather than lack of demand, however
rising interest rates coupled with increased fuel and
grain prices (which should put continued downward
pressure on the cattle market, particularly for
feeder weight cattle) is expected to see a lowering

An investment of $10 million in this region of
Queensland would acquire a grazing property
with a broad scope of between 800 to 1250 AE
in the southern parts (from Barcaldine south to
Augathella), rising to between 1500 and 1800 AE
in the northern Mitchell grass downs areas. In
the southern parts of the region, an investment
of this scale is only getting an additional area or
small-scale operation. The variances in median
rainfall, carrying capacities and weight gains
between the northern and southern parts is
reflected in these rates.
The upcoming auction of Tallaheena in the
Longreach area will provide a good litmus test as to
where the market is currently heading.
RURAL

◗ circa 700 to 850 hectares of alluvial plains
dryland farming country in the Dalby district;
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Chris Dyer
Valuer

Northern Territory
There’s plenty of heat still in the Northern Territory
rural market with several pastoral leasehold and
freehold properties now under contract for sale.
Large freehold farming property in the Douglas
Daly district, Blackbull, (14,342 hectares) recently
sold to New South Wales-based agribusiness asset
managers AAG Partners for around $30 million
walk-in-walk-out or around $26 million (assessed
bare). The sale reflects continued strong interest
in the Northern Territory from interstate farmers
for potential cotton growing country above the
1150-millimetre mean rainfall line. Blackbull,
which is actually an aggregation of the namesake
block and the Theyona block, had a significant
groundwater licence (8517 megalitre per annum,
medium security) which would roughly equate to
an allocation of around nine megalitres per hectare
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A little bit of background on the Douglas Daly
region. This region was originally developed as a
government initiative back in the 1980s for broad
acre mixed farming. Most of the land within the

Location of sales

Source: Herron Todd White

There’s plenty of heat still in the Northern Territory rural market
with several pastoral leasehold and freehold properties now
under contract for sale.
region (which is approximately 100,000 hectares
in size) is freehold and prior to the early 2000s,
most properties were family owned and developed
for a mix of dryland or irrigated cropping (hay and
horticulture) and for growing cattle on improved
pastures for the live export trade through Darwin.
Agroforestry then became a significant user of
land with several major acquisitions by African
mahogany timber production companies over the
period through to 2010. The most active participant
then changed to sandalwood producer Tropical
Forestry Services (now Quintis) who acquired a
significant proportion of the Douglas Daly (as
well as around Katherine and Mataranka). Mean
annual rainfall in the Douglas Daly is around 1,200
millimetres, mean maximum temperature is 34
degrees and mean minimum around 20 degrees. As
the sale of Blackbull shows, the Douglas Daly would
appear to now have enough proven attributes to
keep the focus of potential investors from New
South Wales and Queensland who are looking to
build geographic diversity into their existing cotton
operations. The problem for them however is the
tight supply of such land.
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On the pastoral front, Banjo (577.6 square
kilometres) situated on the Sturt Plateau and a
250-kilometre drive south of Katherine, sold to
a New South Welshman for $8.5 million (walk-inwalk-out) or around $7.5 million (assessed bare).
The property had around 1150 hectares of timber
treatment of which only around 400 hectares had
been fully prepared for hay cropping with balance
areas require raking or further development from
the chained stage. The buyers were reportedly
interested in the country as a breeder block to
supply crossbred cattle for their New South Wales
operations but also to utilise the hay cultivation
country. This sale appears to support the high
dollar per adult equivalent rates established by
some other previous but recent sales on the Sturt
Plateau as well as the $2000 per hectare rate set
for cleared dryland on the Plateau.

RURAL

over the existing 150 hectares of pivot irrigation
country (utilising one towable 50 hectare pivot)
and another nine megalitres per hectare per
annum over 700-plus hectares of already cleared,
potentially irrigable expansion land. Our analysis
puts the irrigation country at $15,000 plus per
hectare (including water allocation and delivery
infrastructure) and cleared arable cultivation
country, of which there were several thousand
hectares available on this property, at around
$4,000 plus per hectare (without water allocation).
The purchaser will reportedly work with Moreebased Customised Farm Management who will
continue the ongoing dryland cotton development
of the property.

Frank Peacocke
Director

Meanwhile, 6694 hectares of freehold land
known as Stylo West on the fringe of the village of
Mataranka (100 kilometres south of Katherine with
890 millimetres mean annual rainfall) has sold to
a Katherine based grazing family for $2.1 million
(bare) showing around $315 per hectare for largely
undeveloped country. The block had a stock bore,
no permanent natural surface waters and limited
internal fencing but has 2.7 kilometres frontage to
the Stuart Highway.
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Local expertise.
National strength.
Trusted solutions.
Herron Todd White is Australia’s
leading independent property
valuation and advisory group. For
more than 50 years, we’ve helped our
customers make the most of their
property assets by providing sound
valuations and insightful analytical
advice.
With offices in every capital city,
most regional centres and right
across rural Australia, we are where
you are. Our valuers work in the
property market every day, providing
professional services for all classes
of property including commercial,
industrial, retail, rural and residential.
Herron Todd White is Australian
owned and operated. With directors
who are owners in the business,
our team has a personal stake in
providing you with the best service
possible.
Liability limited by a scheme
approved under Professional
Standards Legislation.
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Commercial
NT
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SA
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QLD
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VIC
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